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want so long as they don't contradict the Bible, and there's no harm in the world. But if the

theory. contradicts the Bible,. it must be wrong. And if a theory enters into this,, question

where do we come from, what is our urpose now, what is our goal - and gives anansver dif

ferent from that the Bible, then it. can be the means of leading people to Hell by causing

them to fail to get the Biblical teaching that man is lost in sin, and only through Jesus

Christ can he be saved. o' I thought what Dr. Speck pointed out was very, very helpful along

that line. And Dr. Wlletts also in this evidence on the dating. t thought it was very

helpful to ahoy this great area in which scientific theores are developing very helpful

things, and bringing out very tnterestng ideas, but how this material' does not contradict

the Biblical teaci-ing that man was created erfect, fell into sin and can only be saved

through Christ. But the word "evolution" in the original, sense and the sense in which some

scientists use t' today, is an entirely diffu'ent thing and a very harmful thing ad a very

dangerous thing and a thing which i only n theory which has no solid basis of fact and some

thing which is deftntte1: dented and contradicted by the :'Biblical statement that God. created.

man to reproduce after his kind, that Cod created man as a separate creation, that God created

man perfect and man fell into sin, and the fall was not a fall. imward but. a fall downward,

and that man is lost in sin and that only through Jesus Christ can man be saved.. And. so I

hope that this symposium tonight has had a benefit in two directions - one direction In helping

us to see the great value X that these scientific studies have for im'rovir.g our physical

life and for helping us to understand the wonderful way in which God has worked in the

uni-verse- and on the other hand, for helping: us to become more and more aware that there is no

scientific evidence whatever that contradicts the clear statements of the Word'of God and

that there is no scientific proof that man statted as a single cell and develo-ed by purely

natural processes or that man is developed from the animals, that there 'is no c:éntIf'i

proof of such a thing as that and that the Bible completely ontradictè.it and: that it is

the thing we need is the answer to these three basic questions and thq answer to' those is

in the Word :of God. God created us perfect, man fell'. Only through Christ can he be saved

and Satan is constantly trying to lead us off in something that destroys our faith in salvation

through Christ or that leads us to question some question some státembnt in His work, which

Satan can lead us on to auestion more and more and then get us td the point where we fail to
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